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About This Game
EVOLUTION ALWAYS WINS
Defend the galaxy against an encroaching horde of evolving enemies! In this arcade style space shooter, only the fittest enemies
reproduce to create the next generation, causing the population to adapt to your play style. How long will you be able to survive
against the Protean Swarm?
Darwin’s Demons models biological evolution using enemies with digital genomes. Enemies acquire fitness by being the most
aggressive, accurate, and longest lived, and only the most fit enemies reproduce to pass their genomes on to the next generation.
The result? The creatures you found hardest to kill have all the babies, making each generation more challenging than the last!
In ARCADE MODE, take command of 22 different ships, 18 defensive systems, and 11 secondary weapons to battle the
Protean Swarm.
In LOCAL MULTIPLAYER MODE, up to four players can fight the swarm side by side.
In EXPERIMENT MODE, get your nerd on and take control of the evolutionary model. Change parameters such as mutation
rate, population size, and the fitness function, to test your own evolutionary hypotheses.
Be warned: No matter your play style, your enemies WILL adapt to your selection of ship, weapons, and defenses.
Climb the leaderboards as high as you can, but in the end....
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Title: Darwin's Demons
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
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Polymorphic Games
Publisher:
Polymorphic Games, University of Idaho
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2017
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get rewarded for inspiring racial purity on your enemies.

10\/10. >Go in expecting adapting aliens to engage me in an arms race of playstyles due to selective pressure.
>Second round, immediately the aliens get bigger lasers. Instead of increasing in intelligence, they've increased in might in the
same sense that some normie RPG has difficulty escalation.. vert enjoyable. An excellent space shooter with one outstanding
and innovative feature - a self-learning AI that will make your life very difficult!
This game becomes harder and harder as you progress and learns from your mistakes, then exploits them.
This is essentially a gamified Neural Network that creates a close to unbeatable AI. Try to survive for longer than a few
generations on the hard mode and you'll feel like a champion!
Check out a full review here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AAg_r4OjBRo
Definitely highly recommended. An excellent game that takes a refreshing spin on a rather old concept!
The amount of "genetic" detail within the behavior of the individuals is rather uncanny!
Slay the majority of the populations that congregate in the center of the screen?
More enemies tend to prefer the left and right sides...
Get your rump kicked in by those blue suckers with semi-homing projectiles?
Guess who's gonna be more populous next round...
A game definitely worth the price of a dejected Stat Trak CSGO Skin,
or, a lovely cup of gourmet coffee at your reigonal overpriced coffee dispensary.. Its fun to be a selection pressure. It really is.
For the Price its a nice little game that i can see myself playing every now and then. Obviously its more fun with a controller (i
use XBOX one which works great) The game`s sound and graphics are nothing to write home about but the gameplay loop is
great, there are many upgrades and unlocks and i already recommended it to my friends. gt;Go in expecting adapting aliens to
engage me in an arms race of playstyles due to selective pressure.
>Second round, immediately the aliens get bigger lasers. Instead of increasing in intelligence, they've increased in might in the
same sense that some normie RPG has difficulty escalation.. This student project from the University of Idaho brings a new
bent to the classic and beloved Space Invaders.
Gameplay, is of course, basic, but the real beauty of this game is the algorithm behind the scenes. Every ten generations or so,
the aliens would evolve enough to really start giving you a challenge. The further you go, the more of a bullet hell it becomes.
No matter how much you try and manipulate the aliens gene pool, they will eventually match you, and then better you. You will
lose, but how long will it take?
Crisp graphics, great art style, addictive, simple and complicated all at once, has better procedural content generation than No
Man's Sky.
And this is a student project. Eat that, Hello Games.. A very nice twist on the shoot-em-up concept. Between the wide variety of
ships and accessories available and the way the enemies keep evolving, it's a new game every playthrough and the game stays
interesting after many hours. I've spent hours playing arcade mode and having fun. However, I think the game as a whole has a
lot of areas for improvement.
The fantasy background is really bright and I have trouble seeing the enemy projectiles on it. It would be nice if there was an
option to turn it off, and\/or it was made less bright. Some of the achievements are tedious, especially the Ace and Ace of Aces
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ones. Also, there seems to be little reason to play on any difficulty except easy except for bragging rights. Maybe make the
credit reward for playing on the higher difficulties larger?
The feature I would most like to see added is more information. By that I mean stuff like the precise stats of each ship and
information on what each of the charts on the stats screen mean. It would be really interesting to me to see how the aliens
evolve, but I don't know what half of the stats on the stats page even mean. Specifically I have almost no idea what the different
shields do, a more detailed explanation would be nice.
In conclusion, I think that this game presents a great concept, but it could use a lot of improvement as a game. I think it's well
worth it for the current price, and I hope to see these issues fixed in the future.
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I know a few people on the development team for this game, and was excited to try it out for myself. I have always been a fan of
the space invaders\/galaga style bullet hell games, and the twist that this game adds is exciting and different every time. The
enemies can get very difficult if you don't know how to handle them, and are quick to exploit any weakness if your playstyle.
Overall, very fun and remember, evolution will always win.. There are many games that are only a 'good idea', and have very
little atual gameplay.
This game is completely different.
The genetic algorithm creates a game that is specifically hard for you, and no matter how much you try to game the system, it
will eventially beat you. But that doesn't stop the game being fun, firing guided missiles and lasers at space-invader like enemies.
I'm sure I will get many hours of fun out of it.
If you are thinking of buying, just go for it. It costs \u00a34.. Woah! Space Invaders meets genetic algorithms! Some pretty fun
ideas. Go into this knowing it was created by college students trying to prove a thesis, and you will be much happier.
That said, there is quite a bit to like in this game. Lots of unlockable ships and upgrades. Think of it as a campaign, where you
try to keep pace with the alien upgrades with your own ship upgrades, except the aliens are watching to see where your playstyle is the weakest. This looks like it was a big university effort, so you get a lot of polish here for the price. Fun and
compelling. (Just be sure that you are ready for a space invaders style gameplay.)
Works great on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers. Unity engine. Nice graphics, but slow load times.. A fun arcade
game with a neat twist. Could use more variety on what the aliens can mutate to though, espeicially when everything is going
very, very badly for them.
Or, it might just be that "The Finch" ship is extreemly OP - massive offence and defense mean it is easy to survive without
wasting money, and you can then get the splash size of your main weapon up so large that it clears the back wave. Combined to
getting the fire rate down to 0.05 seconds, it measn the entire inital wave vaporizes when you first fire, and everything that
spwns in dies instantly.
Fun though.. Overall I can say that this game has a very good idea and execution. Ships, alternate weapons, and defenses are all
varied enough to give novel strategies and trying to manage the evolution of your enemies adds another layer to it. The devs are
also quite friendly and frequently interact with the community, which is a great sign in general.. I can pretty much say that I love
this game more than space invaders! Space invaders is my favorite Arcade game of all time! so that's saying something. But...
This game is difficult.
And thats a good thing. :)
Bringing evolution of the enemies into it makes it so unpredictable that you pretty much have to do something new each time to
get a better high score is awesome! its like laying a different game every time. You guys did great with this and I'm excited to
see what else you can come up with.
. I'm not sure I could say anything about this game that has not already been said. This game is a great test of skill because, as
the name gives away, the Protean swarm evolves every generation.. It's Space Invaders with Evolution. It's also the start of
something bigger at U of I, me thinks. Honest developers. Can even give it the, "It's educational" spin. ;)
Worth considering if you see it on sale. Good buy, if you're feeling generious towards education sector (University of Idaho, in
this case).. This is a review. Its fun to be a selection pressure. It really is. For the Price its a nice little game that i can see myself
playing every now and then. Obviously its more fun with a controller (i use XBOX one which works great) The game`s sound
and graphics are nothing to write home about but the gameplay loop is great, there are many upgrades and unlocks and i already
recommended it to my friends
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